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Sammanfattning 
Abstract 
A channel change in digital television is usually conducted at a reference frame, which are sent at 
certain intervals. A higher compression ratio could however be obtained by sending reference 
frames at arbitrary long intervals. This would on the other hand increase the average channel 
change time for the end user. This thesis investigates various approaches for reducing the average 
channel change time while using arbitrary long intervals between reference frames, and presents 
an implementation and evaluation of one of these methods, called Baydec. The approach of 
Baydec for solving the channel switch problem is to statistically estimate what the original image 
looked like, starting with an incoming P-frame and estimate an image between the original and 
current image. Baydec gathers statistical data from typical video sequences and calculates 
expected likelihood for estimation. Further on it uses the Simulated Annealing search method to 
maximise the likelihood function. This method is more general than the requirements of this 
thesis. It is not only applicable to channel switches between video streams, but can also be used for 
random access in general. Baydec could also be used if an I-frame is dropped in a video stream. 
However, Baydec has so far shown only theoretical result, but very small visual improvements. 
Baydec produces images with better PSNR than without the method in some cases, but the visual 
impression is not better than for the motion compensated residual images. Some examples of 
future work to improve Baydec is also presented.  
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Abstract 
A channel change in digital television is usually conducted at a reference frame, which are sent at certain 
intervals. A higher compression ratio could however be obtained by sending reference frames at arbitrary long 
intervals. This would on the other hand increase the average channel change time for the end user. This thesis 
investigates various approaches for reducing the average channel change time while using arbitrary long 
intervals between reference frames, and presents an implementation and evaluation of one of these methods, 
called Baydec. 

The approach of Baydec for solving the channel switch problem is to statistically estimate what the original 
image looked like, starting with an incoming P-frame and estimate an image between the original and current 
image. Baydec gathers statistical data from typical video sequences and calculates expected likelihood for 
estimation. Further on it uses the Simulated Annealing search method to maximise the likelihood function. 

This method is more general than the requirements of this thesis. It is not only applicable to channel switches 
between video streams, but can also be used for random access in general. Baydec could also be used if an I-
frame is dropped in a video stream. 

However, Baydec has so far shown only theoretical result, but very small visual improvements. Baydec produces 
images with better PSNR than without the method in some cases, but the visual impression is not better than for 
the motion compensated residual images. Some examples of future work to improve Baydec is also presented. 
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Video compression, video streams, channel change, channel switch, IPTV, digital video, bayesian statistics, 
likelihood, television, broadcast, multicast, digital signal processing, random access 
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1 Introduction 
This chapter presents a motivation to this thesis work, followed by a description of the problem to be solved and 
the actual objectives. Finally a section is dedicated to the structure of this report. 

1.1 Motivation 
This thesis describes research and development conducted at the Image Coding Group, part of the Department of 
Electrical Engineering at Linköping University, Sweden, and in co-operation with Kreatel Communications AB, 
Linköping. It is a part of the fulfilment of a Master of Science degree in Media Technology and Engineering at 
the Department of Science and Technology at Linköping University, Sweden. 

A channel change in digital television is usually conducted at a reference frame, which is sent at certain 
intervals. The most common implementation today is sending a reference frame every 0.5 second. A higher 
compression ratio could however be obtained by sending reference frames at arbitrary long intervals. This would 
on the other hand increase the average channel change time for the end user since the most common 
implementation of channel switches is to await the next reference frame in the stream. 

1.2 Problem Description 
Digital Television signals are compressed using video and audio compression. A natural limitation of 
broadcasting is the bitrate, and this is also the case for digital television broadcast using IP networks (IPTV). 
There is a wish to decrease the bitrate to be able to provide IPTV to those customers using Internet connections 
with relatively low bitrate. Typically a digital Standard Definition Television (SDTV) signal today lies in the 
vicinity of 3-5 Mbit/s, and the desired lower bitrate would lie in the vicinity of 1-1.5 Mbit/s. For digital High 
Definition Television (HDTV) the bitrate today is typically 20-30 Mbit/s and is desired to be compressed further 
to 4-5 Mbit/s. The bitrate for audio is typically 128 kbit/s (stereo) or 384 kbit/s (Dolby 5.1). Audio and text 
services have typically a total bitrate of no more than 0.5 Mbit/s today. Thus the video stream constitutes the 
major part of the used bandwidth for IPTV. 

The lower bitrate could be obtained by more efficiently use of the temporal correlation of the content by using 
prediction for longer time intervals and thus sending reference frames at arbitrary long intervals. This thesis is 
intended to investigate how to reduce the average channel change time while using arbitrary long intervals 
between reference frames. 

Kreatel Communications AB develops and markets Set-Top Boxes that among other services can receive digital 
television. The main drawback they have discovered so far converting to digital is the longer channel change 
time. They defined the problem objectives of this master thesis. 

1.3 Objectives 
Given the presented motivation and description of the problem at hand, the following objectives were decided 
for this thesis work: 

• Present suggestions for shorter channel change times 

• Assume video compression using arbitrary long distance between reference frames 

• Maintain approximately the current bitrate 

• Pick one suggestion and implement and evaluate it in practice 

I will only concentrate on the video part of television, since the typical bandwidth for audio is negligible 
compared to the video bitrate, and since the compression of audio is not of the same nature as for the video part. 

The thesis work is not concentrated on a particular Set-Top Box (STB) or a particular content provider; the work 
is performed with a general STB and content provider situation in mind. Nor is there any focus on any specific 
compression standard; video compression based on prediction using motion compensation is assumed. This 
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technique is also known as hybrid coding [1], and is the general principle used in all modern video compression 
standards as e.g. H.261, H.263, H.26L, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, and MPEG-4. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 
The rest of the report proceeds as follows. Chapter two discusses background and theory, as well as 
contemporary work. If the reader is confident with digital communication, television broadcast and general video 
compression this chapter may be omitted. 

Chapter three presents different strategies for solving the channel change time problem, while chapter four 
describes the chosen method in detail, both theory and implementation. 

Variations of the method are discussed in chapter five. 

The results and their interpretation is given in chapter six. 

Finally, chapter seven summarises the report and gives suggestions on interesting future work in this area. 

The reader of this thesis is expected to have good knowledge in math, in particular statistics, and general video 
coding. 
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2 Background 
The purpose of the background information given here is twofold. Firstly to give some motivation for the 
problem chosen for study. Secondly to provide a context for a more detailed problem description. 

In a few years time most television content will be delivered in a digital form. The benefits with digital 
transmission of television are, for example, reduced bandwidth requirements, better quality and additional 
services available to viewers. 

2.1 Video Basics 
For colour video, the basic prime colours are red, green and blue (RGB). Colour video signals are often 
represented with the luminance as a channel of its own, accompanied by two chrominance channels, representing 
the colour. This is called YCbCr, where Y is the luminance and Cb and Cr represents the difference between the 
red and blue colour information and the luminance. Human eyes are more sensitive to luminance than colour, so 
the chroma part of the signal is often down sampled to reduce bitrate. The YCbCr representation is also 
backward compatible with ancient monochrome (black and white) television sets which only can receive the 
luminance signal. Monochrome receivers simply ignore the chrominance information and display the luminance 
information. 

The most used video standard in Europe is PAL with 720x576 pixels resolution and 25 frames per second (fps), 
using non-square pixels with pixel aspect ratio of 1.067; resulting in a 768x576 square pixel resolution. NTSC is 
used in USA and some parts of East Asia, using 720x485 and 29.97 fps (in some contexts mentioned as 30 fps). 

A PAL video stream with 720 x 576 pixels resolution, 8 bits per colour channel, three colour channels, 25 fps is 
hence 720 x 576 x 3 x 8 x 25 is a video stream of approximately 248 Mbit/second. However, it is popular, both 
for PAL and NTSC, to down sample the chroma channels with a ratio of 1:2 using the 4:2:2 sampling format as 
defined in the ITU-R recommendation BT.601-2. This would result in 720 x 576 x 2 x 8 x 25 = approximately 
165 Mbit/second bitrate for PAL. 

Most video standards used for television broadcast today uses the technique of interlacing. Every other row in 
the picture constitutes a field. In PAL, for example, the odd numbered rows in the picture constitutes the first 
field, and consequently the even numbered rows in the picture constitutes the second field. This results in a 
refresh rate of 50 Hz, though only half the picture is refreshed at that rate. Two fields constitute a complete 
picture and hence a complete frame is displayed every 1/25 second. 

2.2 Analogue Television 
Analogue television is what most people use as reference today when it comes to channel change times. 
Analogue television is extremely good in this specific area. This is a consequence of how analogue television is 
transferred and how the picture is created. 

Basically a new, complete, analogue picture is created 25 or 30 times each second depending on where in the 
world you are watching. This means, in theory, that channel change times are below 1/20 of a second. Though 
the time is increased due to internal switching in the television set, but a channel change time in the vicinity of 
half a second is considered to be normal. 

2.3 Digital Television 
Digital representation and transmission of television, Digital Television (DTV), has some advantages compared 
to analogue television. The foremost advantage is bandwidth utilisation. It is possible to transmit several digital 
channels in the frequency range used by one single analogue channel. Since frequency space is limited, 
broadcasters are certainly interested in methods that allow them to broadcast more channels without the need for 
licensing additional frequency space or satellite transponders. It also needs less transmitting power when using 
terrestrial broadcast because the signal uses error correction, compared to analogue television where the signal 
simply is transmitted with a greater magnitude to lower the impact of errors. This leads to improved picture and 
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sound quality for the end user and the ability to use interactive applications. Digital television also supports more 
sophisticated methods for conditional access. 

The disadvantages are that if the transmitted signal gets too weak or distorted to a degree that the error resilience 
can not cope with the distortion, the signal will be completely wrong or there will be no signal at all. Another 
disadvantage is that quick movements in the image could get distorted, due to the compression based on motion 
compensation often used for digital television. 

2.4 Video Compression 
Digital television is compressed in order to be able to transmit several digital channels in the frequency range 
used by one single analogue channel. Transmitting uncompressed digital television would be of no advantage, it 
would require just as much bandwidth as the original analogue signal. In the case of video data, the most 
common method is to avoid transmitting every video frame in its entirety. Since there are often a lot of 
similarities between frames, it is possible to reduce the amount of data needed by a video sequence by sending 
complete frames only at certain occasions or intervals, for example a few times per second. In between those 
complete frames, only the differences are transmitted. 

Usually the compression of data at the source is called encoding. Decompression at the destination is called 
decoding. The terminology codec refers to devices that implement compression and decompression. Codecs can 
be implemented in software, hardware, or a combination of both. 

Often the signal is transformed, quantised and source coded to reduce the bitrate as much as possible. 

There are typically three types of compressed images: intra frame (I-frame), predicted frame (P-frame), and bi-
directional predicted frames (B-frame). 

Most video codecs uses some sort of motion prediction. The general implementation works by comparing the 
luminance data from two successive pictures. The pictures are divided into blocks and the correlation between 
the reference and the next picture is measured at all possible displacements within a search region. When the 
greatest correlation is found, this correlation is assumed to represent the motion and motion displacement vectors 
are produced. The vectors are often transmitted differentially; when a large object moves adjacent blocks have 
the same vectors and the vector differential becomes zero. 

 

Figure 2.1: Motion vectors superimposed on top of the original 
image. Block size is 8x8 and a 8x8 search area is used. 

Because natural motion could also produce difference between two images, and since block based motion 
prediction is not always fully correct; difference data is transmitted to correct for this. The motion vectors and 
the difference image constitutes a P-frame. A typical P-frame requires about half the data of an I-frame. 
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When an object moves, it conceals the background at its leading edge and reveals the background at its trailing 
edge. This requires new data to be transmitted because the area of background was previously concealed and no 
information can be obtained from a previous frame. A similar problem occurs if the camera pans; new areas 
come into view and nothing is known about them. This is where bi-directional coding is a good choice, since it 
allows information to be taken from pictures before and after the current picture. It is allowed to use motion 
compensated data from an earlier or later picture, or even use an average of earlier and later data. This reduces 
the amount of difference data needed by improving the degree of prediction possible. This constitutes a B-frame. 

A B-frame is never used as a reference for coding other frames, so there is no possibility of error propagation. 
This permits the use of coarse quantisation for correction data. A typical B-frame requires about one quarter the 
data of an I-frame. 

I-, P- and B-pictures are often combined in a video stream. Within digital television a repetitive pattern of picture 
types are often used. This is called a Group of Pictures (GOP) and a typical GOP could be IBBPBBPBBPBB. 

 

Figure 2.2: An example of a short GOP. 

When using I- and P-frames the transmission order of pictures is the same as the display order, but when using 
B-frames the transmission order of pictures is not the same as the display order due to B-frames dependency on 
frames later in the stream. A B-frame cannot be decoded until both of its reference pictures have been received 
and decoded. 

Encoders typically detect scene changes in the video content, and use an I-frame for the first frame of the new 
scene. Predictions across a scene change will usually be very inaccurate, since there will be large dissimilarity 
between the two pictures on each side of the scene change. Thus the encoder starts a new GOP and breaks the 
usual GOP pattern [2]. 

MPEG-2 is today the most commonly used method of video compression within digital television. But there are 
new compression methods under evaluation, e.g. MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 and Windows VC-9. 

A compression standard does not specify how an encoder should be built, only what constitutes a compliant bit 
stream. However, an intelligent compressor could try different encoding techniques and choose the one that 
results in the least data to be transmitted. 

2.5 Audio Compression 
For audio data sophisticated acoustic models are often used, e.g. psychoacoustic methods where frequencies that 
the human hearing can not detect are removed. The remaining audio can then be described using less data. 

As with the image part, the audio signal is often transformed, quantised and source coded to reduce the bitrate as 
much as possible. 

Audio compression is often not based on previous audio information in the same manner as video compression. 
The common audio part of MPEG is not predictive, but in MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 AAC there is a choice of using 
prediction, but it only affects the accuracy of the calculations on a short interval until the predictive method has 
synchronised. However, in practice for both cases, the audio is decoded when a complete frame data package is 
received. This means that the audio is most often decoded within a fraction of a second and is not a part of the 
long channel switch time problem. 
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2.6 Broadcasting Digital Television 
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) is a suite of internationally accepted open standards for digital television. The 
most common methods for digital television are: 

DVB-T Terrestrial broadcast; the traditional method of television broadcast signal delivery by radio 
waves 

DVB-S Satellite broadcast; using orbiting satellites located 37 000 km above the earth’s surface 

DVB-C Cable broadcast; using a fixed coaxial cable connection 

DVB-IPI Using the Internet Protocol (IP) Infrastructure; the signal is transmitted via any IP compatible 
network 

All four standards are today based upon MPEG-2.  

DVB-S and DVB-C are used worldwide, except in Japan where they use ISDB-S together with DVB-S as well 
as their own version of DVB-C. 

DVB-T is used today in Europe, India, Australia, and some parts of Africa and Asia. Some countries, e.g. 
Argentina and South Korea, have chosen ATSC instead of DVB. 

2.7 IPTV 
DVB-IPI is also called IPTV. The IP Protocol was initially not intended for television broadcast, it is a datagram 
network designed for transporting general data between computers. Since the IP Protocol is a network protocol, 
it is often combined with transport protocols such as UDP or TCP [3]. 

Dedicated IP networks are preferably used for IPTV, since using IP networks shared with other applications may 
decrease the reliability of the IPTV service. Internet provides an unreliable best-effort datagram service; packets 
may not be delivered at all, or they are delivered but damaged. Preferably a reliable transport service is used. 

IPTV commonly uses Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) join/leave messages to indicate a channel 
switch. 

Since most people today has got analogue television sets, a converter from digital to analogue signal is used and 
is commonly called a Set Top Box (STB). There are STB:s for IPTV, DVB-T, DVB-S respectively, or hybrid 
STB:s which works with combinations of these broadcast standards. 

2.8 Channel Switch Time 
To understand how certain parameters affect the performance, it is first necessary to describe the chain of events 
that take place when an end user presses the channel switch button on his/her remote control: 

1. The user selects a channel, a request is sent to the network to start sending the data. 

2. Data starts to arrive at the STB. To prevent distorted audio and video due to data arriving at different times 
at the STB, some data is buffered before it is processed. 

3. Once the buffer is filled to an acceptable level, the STB starts to examine the data. The data stream may 
contain several audio tracks and video tracks. These tracks can for instance contain different languages or 
video angles. The STB first examines the stream to determine which audio and video tracks are available. 
When this is done, it selects which ones to display, and starts to decode them. If a Conditional Access (CA) 
system is used, the STB will also query the CA system to ensure that the user is allowed to watch the 
selected channel. 
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4. Once the STB starts to decode data, it must find correct starting points for the video and audio data. Due to 
the nature of the compression methods used, it is not possible to start playback at any random point in the 
stream, the decoder must wait for enough valid data to arrive before playback can be started. 

5. In STB:s, the actual decompression is usually done using dedicated hardware. In many cases, the 
characteristics of this hardware may cause additional delays, as caused by internal buffering, and 
reinitialisation when switching between different stream types. When the decompression stage is complete, 
the end user may finally see playback of the new channel. 

2.8.1. IP Network Impact 
In most of the current network designs, the bandwidth available to the end user is limited. Thus it is usually not 
possible to transmit more than one television channel to the end user at the same time. When a user switches 
between channels, the network equipment thus has to react to a channel switch by stopping transmission of the 
old channel and subsequently starting transmission of the new channel before any reliable data can be available 
at the STB. 

The time needed for this is entirely dependent on network topology and configuration of network equipment. In 
lab environments the time from initial request to first data arriving is typically around 0.01 seconds. In large 
deployments it is probably reasonable to expect a delay of at least 0.1 second. 

As mentioned above, it is a good idea to buffer some data at the STB end to make the system more resilient to 
disturbances. A buffer of about 0.5 second will be sufficient in most cases. 

2.8.2. Conditional Access Impact 
When conditional access systems are used they may cause additional delays before playback can start. Before a 
STB starts playback of a channel it may be necessary to check with the CA system if the user is allowed to watch 
the selected channel. Different systems work differently in this respect, in some cases there are entitlement 
messages embedded in the stream that need to be located and interpreted before playback can start. This may add 
additional fractions of a second to the switching time. 

2.8.3. Video Compression Impact 
As mentioned above, MPEG-2 is the widely most used video compression method for digital television. Thus the 
impact of MPEG-2 coding on channel switching performance will be discussed here. 

There are two aspects of MPEG-2 that affect how quickly the decoder can extract all information necessary to 
start playback of a stream: multiplexing parameters and encoding parameters. The multiplexing parameters 
control how to find the correct program, video track and audio track within an MPEG-2 transport stream that 
potentially contains several different television channels, each capable of having several different video and 
audio tracks. 

With no previous knowledge of a stream, the decoder must first find the catalogue of active programs; the 
Program Association Table (PAT), in the stream. This will typically appear in the stream every 0.1 seconds. 
Once the program catalogue has been collected it is possible to find the list of available audio and video tracks 
for the program of interest; the Program Map Table (PMT). The PMT:s for the available programs will also 
typically appear in the stream every 0.1 second. With this information, it is possible to find the actual 
compressed video and audio data and start the decompression. 

When the actual decompression starts, there are several parameters that affect performance. The most obvious 
being the time between reference frames (I-frames) in the stream, since no picture can be displayed before the 
first reference frame has been detected in the stream. As mentioned earlier, complete frames are typically 
transmitted every 0.5 second, this is configurable when encoding the stream. In most cases, the encoder can 
dynamically decrease the GOP length to compensate for properties in the source material such as scene changes. 
This could mean that there is a chance that the user could enter the stream at a point where the GOP length is 
equal to or shorter than the average length. 

After having data available that would make sense to display, it is just the issue of synchronising audio and 
video. The decoder must find valid Presentation Time Stamps (PTS) for both types of data before starting to 
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display video or play audio, otherwise the result could be disturbances in either of those tracks once correct 
timing information is received and the streams are resynchronised. Audio timestamps are typically available 
once every 0.2 second, whereas the maximum allowed delay is 0.7 second. Video timestamps are also required 
to be present at least every 0.7 second. In practice we find that most broadcast channels provide these 
timestamps every 0.04 second, but there are examples of broadcasters which provide these only once every 0.5 
second. 

2.8.4. Hardware Impact 
The decoder hardware also affects channel-switching performance. Different hardware implementations have 
different characteristics; some may for instance require elaborate buffer management techniques when feeding 
data to them to ensure smooth playback. Others may need to be reinitialised when switching between streams of 
different types, causing a further delay. 

2.8.5. Total Delay 
Unless an operator has full control over all aspects of encoding and transmission, it is not possible to give any 
guarantees of what the performance will be when switching between arbitrary channels. If a stream is encoded 
and multiplexed in an improper way, there is not much that can be done at the STB end to improve things. 

Typically the supplier of STB:s does not have control of how the content provider has configured their 
compression hardware, and hence has not fully control of the broadcast situation. If the supplier of STB:s can not 
demand certain compression parameters for the broadcast content, the STB have to be adaptive to any situation 
which could arise. 

To summarise the components of the channel switch delay, approximate times could look like this: 

Network delay 0.1 s 

Buffering in the STB 0.5 s 

Conditional Access 0.1 s 

Decoding > 0.1 s 

Await a reference image < 0.5 s 

Synchronisation of video and audio  0.1-0.5 s 

Considering all aspects discussed about channel switch time, according to Kreatel’s estimation we can typically 
expect channel switch times ranging between 1.5 and 5 seconds, depending on the parameters discussed [4]. 

2.9 Digital Communication 
This section contains some theory of transmitting and receiving digital signals using a noisy channel. 

2.9.1. Detection 
Assume an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel, and that one of the M possible signals s1(t), s2(t), 
…, sM(t) is transmitted with equal probability (1/M). The signal transmitted at time t is denoted si(t) and the 
received signal is denoted x(t). The noise during transmission is denoted w(t) which is a sample function of the 
white Gaussian noise process W(t), assumed to be of zero mean and power spectral density N0/2. Then the 
system may be described by 

 x(t) = si(t) + w(t) (2.1) 

If we apply the signal x(t), si(t) and the noise w(t) to the same bank of correlators, we get the vectors x, si and w 
of dimension N ≤ M. The vector x, called the received vector, differs from the signal vector si by the noise vector 
w whose orientation is completely random. 

 x = si + w (2.2) 
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Based on the received vector x, we may represent the received signal x(t) by a point in the same Euclidean space 
used to represent the transmitted signal. We refer to this second point as the received signal point. The 
relationship between the received vector, x, the signal vector, si, and the noise vector, w, is illustrated in figure 
2.3 for the case of N = 3. 

 

Figure 2.3: Illustrating the effect of noise perturbation on location of the 
received signal point. 

Given the received vector x, we have to perform a mapping from x to an estimate m̂ of the transmitted symbol, 
mi, in a way that would minimise the average probability of symbol error in the decision. The Maximum-
Likelihood detector provides the solution to this basic detection problem. 

2.9.2. Maximum-Likelihood Detector 
Suppose that, when the observation vector has the value x, we make the decision imm =ˆ . The average 
probability of symbol error in this decision which we denote by Pe(mi,x), is simply 

 Pe(mi,x) = P(mi not sent|x) = 1 – P(mi sent|x) (2.3) 

Now, since our intention is to minimise the probability of error in mapping each given observation vector, x, into 
a decision, we deduce from equation 2.3 that the optimum decision rule is as follows: 

 set imm =ˆ  if 

 P(mi sent|x) ≥ P(mk sent|x), for all k ≠ i (2.4) 

Where k = 1, 2, …, M. This decision rule is referred to as maximum a posteriori probability. 

Applying Bayes’ rule to equation 2.4 we may restate this decision rule as 

 set imm =ˆ  if 

 
)(f

) |m(fp kk

x
x

X

X is maximum for k = i (2.5) 

where pk is the a priori probability of occurrence of symbol mk, fX(x|mk) is the likelihood function that results 
when symbol mk is transmitted, and fX(x) is the unconditional joint probability density function of the random 
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vector X. Since the denominator is independent of the transmitted signal, and the a priori probability pk = pi 
when all the signals are transmitted with equal probability. Therefore the decision rule may be simplified to: 

 set imm =ˆ if 

 fX(x|mk) is maximum for k = i (2.6) 

This decision rule is referred to as maximum likelihood, and the device for its implementation is correspondingly 
referred to as the maximum-likelihood detector. According to equation 2.6 a maximum-likelihood detector 
computes fX for each transmitted message, compares them, and then decides in favour of the maximum [5]. 

2.10 Contemporary Work 
There is a patent with the name “Fast Digital Channel Changing” with patent number US2004034863, publicised 
2004-02-19 [6]. The idea here is mainly time offset and buffering the video stream in such a way that an I-frame 
is available at the time of a channel change. The idea of time offset is conducted such that in the case of a 
channel switch the video stream prepared to be transmitted to the client device is offset in time behind the 
current broadcast time. The stream is now before the broadcast time and therefore an I-frame could be reached 
within a shorter time. The implementation also supports use of a storage device that retains broadcast video data 
for multiple channels; a video data extractor that accesses the retained broadcast video data and retrieves an I-
frame that is in the past for a requested channel. A video data distributor transmits this retrieved I-frame. 

This implementation seems to have the drawback of client devices receiving the broadcast stream at different 
positions in the stream, hence television shows will not be received simultaneously by all viewers. This could 
cause inconvenience in the case of live shows such as sports; some people may see the results before others, and 
of course other similar time offset effects may occur. 

Except this, there was to our knowledge no other publicised material for solving the long channel change time 
problem at the time of starting this thesis work. 
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3 Various Possible Solutions 
When using GOP:s longer than 12 frames and hence allowing longer temporal distance between I-frames, the 
channel switch delay will increase. In this case we assume that the delay for the viewer could be in the vicinity 
of 10 seconds or more. 

3.1 Parallel Low Resolution Channel 
A low-resolution video stream with I-frames at least every 12:th frame is coded parallel to the video channel 
with full resolution. When a channel switch occur, the low-resolution channel will be transmitted until an I-
frame is reached in the full resolution stream. Then the full resolution stream is automatically sent to the 
receiver. This is managed at the content provider side. Eventually a short dissolve could be performed between 
the two streams in the STB at the point of switching between the streams, though this demands a small buffer at 
the STB for the dissolve. The low-resolution video stream could for example consist of only the first field in 
interlaced video, hence down sampling is not needed. 

Since only one stream at a time is transmitted to the end user, this method does not need additional bandwidth. 
The low resolution stream has to be of lower resolution than the ordinary stream to be able to have I-frames at 
shorter intervals and still maintaining the bitrate. 

 

Figure 3.1: Stream A has a full resolution and low resolution version. The low 
resolution stream is transmitted until an I-frame is reached in the full resolution 
stream, then the method automatically switches to the full resolution stream. 
Thicker borders in the figure marks which part of the stream is transmitted to the 
viewer. 

A sophisticated version of this method could implement interpolation in the STB, interpolating the second field 
from the first field (which is the low-resolution version of the video stream). This would in most cases render a 
better-looking image than only duplicating the first field at the STB. 

The MPEG-4 standard, for example, supports both temporal and spatial scalability, which could be of advantage 
when implementing this method. 

3.1.1. Concerns 
Television viewers are used to high quality images and may not accept the low resolution channel start. 

If scalability is not supported two separate streams has to be encoded for every channel. 
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3.2 Difference Image Decoded 
The received video stream is supposed to consist of an arbitrarily long sequence of P-frames. Because the 
distance between two I-frames could be arbitrary long we here assume an arbitrary long GOP with only P-
frames. 

The difference data of a P-frame is here called difference image. If using 8 bits/colour channel and integer values 
are used, the colour values lie between 0 and 255 for an ordinary image. The difference image then has values 
between –255 and 255. To view the difference image we normalise (rescale) its values to lie between 0 and 255. 

  

  

Figure 3.2: Top left: Normalised difference image. Top right: Absolute values normalised difference image. 
Bottom left: Difference image taken modulo 256 (where –x becomes 256 – x). Bottom right: Original frame. 

The first difference image of the P-frame in the sequence is normalised to lie between 0 and 255, and is then 
used as the previous image when decoding the P-frame. I.e. motion compensation is conducted at the normalised 
difference image, and then the difference data is added. The added difference data could produce a ghost effect 
and to avoid this the difference data to be added could be set to zero for the first frame in the sequence. When 
adding information to a normalised difference image, the image information needs to be clipped at 0 and 255 to 
avoid pixels with values outside that range. 

It is also possible to skip the step of normalising the difference image and instead use a grey image with all pixel 
values e.g. 127. The effect of this is simply that the first decoded frame in the sequence will consist of a medium 
grey image with added difference data. 

When an I-frame is reached in the video stream, this will be displayed and the video stream will be decoded as 
usual. 
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This method is called Difference Image Decoded: decoding based purely on the P-frame information, no 
reference images are used; blind decoding. This method is called diffdecoded for short. 

This method will yield a sequence where the movement in the video will gradually grow to become more 
detailed as the information in the difference images accumulates and renders more detailed images. Though this 
method only works until a certain limit because the difference images also contains a certain level of noise that 
will propagate during the sequence. Also the error introduced when using the first normalised difference image 
as a reference will propagate and may eventually not be eliminated. 

This method could take advantage of a leaking channel, if that technique is already used for the stream. A 
leaking channel means that more difference information than is actually needed is transmitted for error 
resilience. Then the difference image will contain more information of the original image and the produced 
image sequence will approach the original image much faster. Though it will never be equal to the original 
image; this method emphasises on structures in images. 

  

  

Figure 3.3: Diffdecoded video sequence. Top left: Frame 2 (first frame diffdecoded). Top right: Frame 6. 
Bottom left: Frame 26. Bottom right: Frame 120. 

3.2.1. Concerns 
Television viewers are used to high quality images and may not accept the noisy look of this method. This 
method will show structures of the video stream, but will never converge completely without a reference frame. 

This method is based entirely on the information in the difference image. Noise will propagate from frame to 
frame. If the difference image contains little information (e.g. for sequences with low motion) this method will 
not produce a good result since the normalisation of small values will probably produce a lot of noise. 
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Another drawback is that e.g. the MPEG-2 standard represents the difference image with a maximum of 8 bits 
[7] and all negative values are wrapped around to positive values. This becomes a problem when adding the 
difference image to an image not equal to the motion compensated reference frame. This is a problem because 
small values in the current image could change from bright to dark by only adding a small difference value, 
because the value wraps around. This may produce unwanted behaviour in the decoded image sequence. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to know which difference values that represents negative difference, and which 
are not, using this representation. 

3.3 Prediction of Channel Switch Behaviour 
A theory to combine with some of the solutions described here is the prediction of channel switch behaviour of 
the viewer. If viewers channel switch behaviour could be predicted in a way that the time and channel number 
was predicted, it would be a good idea to transmit complementary I-frames at those moments and for those 
channels. 

The prediction could be implemented using the method of discrete Markov Chains. Parameters to affect the 
probability of a channel switch could be: 

• Current channel 

• Time since last channel switch 

• Time of day 

• Weekday 

If the current channel is the only watched channel since the viewer turned on the television set, “time since last 
channel switch” will simply be the time since the viewer turned on the television set. 

 P(new channel | current channel & time since last channel switch & time of day & weekday) (3.1) 

More advanced parameters that also could affect the probability of a channel switch would be commercial 
breaks, television series with regular timetable and ratings how popular the last episode of that television series 
was. This demands automatic management of program content information. 

Also channel switches where the current channel number and the new channel number will differ by 1 could be 
assumed, as many remote controls and television sets have buttons for adding or subtracting 1 to/from the 
current channel number. Although various television sets may be configured in a deviant manner, and not all 
broadcast channels have intuitive channel numbers, it could be assumed that most people have configured their 
television sets with television set channel 1 concordant with television broadcast “Channel 1” (if such exists). 

This method could be combined with some of the other methods suggested. 

3.3.1. Concerns 
Detailed information about the viewers will affect the probability model. I.e. how many people are using the 
same television set, age, interests, how many television sets are present in each household and which family 
members are using which television set. This would be hard to implement in practice and only a statistical 
average will be used. 

It will be easy to produce a reliable probability model if one human being is using one television set and no one 
else will use it and that person will not use any other television set. This will be practically impossible, but if that 
scenario is assumed, the statistics for a family where each family member is using the same television set, the 
statistics will be a weighted average of that family’s channel switching behaviour, depending on how much each 
family member uses the television set (or is the person conducting a channel switch in the case where several 
people are watching). A possible solution to this would be that each person in a household would have their own 
remote control and thus indexing which unique person is watching. Although the reliability of correct usage of 
the remote controls and then how the scenario of channel switches would be when several people are watching at 
the same time, could not be determined. 
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The quantisation of time will be necessary to be decided when implementing this method. If the statistical model 
will index statistics for every frame of the transmitted television signal the model will be more accurate, but the 
model will grow large quite fast on the other hand. 

3.4 Complementary I-frames 
Encode I-frames at least every 12:th frame, but parallel to the original video channel. This will produce a video 
stream of lower temporal resolution than the original. However, these I-frames will be a substitute for e.g. P-
frames in the original video stream, and these I-frames will be used as a reference for following P- and B-frames 
when decoding the original video stream. The time used to encode an I-frame compared to a P- or B-frame is 
negligible. 

Example: An I-frame is coded parallel to every P-frame, based on the same image information. This I-frame will 
replace the first adjacent P-frame in the video stream, at a channel switch occasion. 

These complementary I-frames could be transmitted to be buffered in the network – and is only sent to the 
receiver via unicast when a channel switch occurs, i.e. on request, e.g. using IGMP or HTTP. Alternatively, the 
I-frames will only be encoded on request and transmitted to every receiver in the network where a channel 
switch occurred in this time interval. 

If we have a video stream with the GOP structure: IBBPBBPBBPBB and the first frame transmitted after a 
channel switch is the second P-frame in this stream, then IBBPBB will be transmitted instead, using the 
complementary I-frame. 

 

Figure 3.4: A complementary I-frame replaces the first P-frame received in the video stream. 

The first two transmitted B-frames could not be used (because of frame order for B-frames), but then the I-frame 
(which replaced the P-frame) is used as a reference for the next B-frames and the P-frame respectively, as when 
displayed will generate the video sequence IBBP and so on. 

3.4.1. Concerns 
The bitrate will be somewhat larger at the point of the channel switch due to the transmitted I-frame being larger 
than a typical P-frame. But if channel switches will not occur too often and I-frames are only transmitted on 
request this bandwidth could be considered of marginal magnitude. 

If complementary I-frames are transmitted continuously and buffered in the network only a small increase in 
bandwidth is needed in the part of the network between sender and the place of the buffer, which will not affect 
the bandwidth in the network structure between the buffer and receiver. This means that the bandwidth critical 
part of the network is not affected. Though active parts in the network is needed for the buffer, which needs to be 
implemented and supported. 

Another concern is that the I-frame will not contain exactly the same information as the P-frame. Hence some 
minor, and probably not noticeable, error could propagate in the forthcoming frames. When an I-frame is 
reached however, this eventual error will disappear. An approach for avoiding this minor error would be using a 
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SP-frame, provided by the H.264 standard, instead of the complementary I-frame. A SP-frame is specially 
designed to eliminate this error [8]. 

3.5 Bayesian Decoding 
Another approach to solve the channel switch problem is to statistically estimate what the original image looked 
like, starting with an incoming P-frame and estimate an image between the original and current image. This 
method is described in more detail in chapter 4. 

3.6 Discussion 
The most interesting methods are Bayesian Decoding and Complementary I-frames. Since Ulf Jennehag 
contemporary published a paper about a very similar and extended version of the Complementary I-frames 
method called Synchronisation Frames for Channel Switching (SFCS) [9], the Bayesian Decoding method was 
chosen for further investigation, testing and implementation. 
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4 Framework for Bayesian Decoding 
The approach of this method is to statistically estimate how the original image looked like, starting with an 
incoming P-frame and estimate an image between the original and current image. Since this method is decoding 
based on Bayesian Statistics, it is called Baydec for short. 

The implementation was based on no earlier research in this area. There were to our knowledge no one who had 
tested this method within this context earlier, i.e. no information was available on this type of implementation. 

4.1 Theory 
The received video stream is supposed to consist of an arbitrarily long sequence of P-frames. Because the 
distance between two I-frames could be arbitrary long we here assume an arbitrary long GOP with only P-
frames. All operations are conducted on image pairs; current frame and previous frame. It is also assumed there 
is a high correlation between the frames in the original video stream, if the correlation would drop below a 
certain threshold (specified in the encoder) the encoder will produce an I-frame instead and this method is no 
longer needed. 

4.1.1. Enhancement of P-frames without a Reference Frame, using Bayesian Statistics 
This method is based on a detector; it is based on the received information and will then try to estimate the 
original message sent. 

 

Figure 4.1: Original stream and the received stream of P-frames. 
x: original image (before using prediction encoding) 
r: residual image (a.k.a. difference image) 
m: motion vectors 

 

Figure 4.2: The video stream x is encoded into two parts: r and m, the 
transmission is here considered as lossless due to error correcting codes such 
as FEC or ARQ. 

Usually the transmission give rise to added noise, but here we assume that the error correction is working 
properly and instead focus on the received information ri and mi which is the only information we have about the 
original image xi. Since ri and mi does not constitute a viewable image without a reference image, we would like 
to estimate the values of the original image. Hence we are interested in estimating xi from the received 
information ri and mi. 

 x)P(x)|P(m rrembayes theom r)|P(xx
xx

  maxarg}{  maxargˆ ===  (4.1) 

We assume P(x) is equally distributed; all x has the same probability. Hence P(x) is a constant and can be 
omitted. 
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 x)P(m rx
x

|maxargˆ =  (4.2) 

To be able to determine the estimate x̂  we must be able to evaluate the probability for receiving m and r given 
an arbitrary current image x. Thus we need to model this probability somehow. One approach is using a 
parameterised probability distribution and estimate the parameters by collecting statistics from coding typical 
video sequences. The aim is to calculate statistics for the difference between the encoded information and the 
original information, and thereby collecting some of the properties of the video encoder’s behaviour for typical 
image sequences in general. 

This statistical data is transmitted initially to all receivers and stored in memory, it is then used when decoding 
the incoming video stream at the receiver, performed e.g. in the STB. The transmission of statistical data only 
takes a couple of bytes and may be transmitted only once. 

The decoder uses this statistical data to enhance the information in the P-frames of the received video stream 
using Likelihood Estimation. 

4.1.2. Gathering Statistical Data 
This method builds on statistics from sample sequences where the difference image and motion vectors for a 
coded sequence is compared to the same data for the original sequence where motion prediction and 
compensation, but no Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) or quantisation, has been conducted. In this way we get 
statistics of the difference in the motion prediction behaviour between the original image and the encoded image. 

For the difference between the motion prediction data of the quantised and original sequence the Euclidean mean 
and variance is calculated. The difference between the two difference images is called zr. The difference between 
the motion vectors is called zx and zy for the x and y vector components respectively. 

We model these z values as independent stochastic variables with Gaussian probability density function, i.e: 
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Where z is the mean and Zσ is the standard deviation of the random variable Z. The probability density 
function expressing the probability of getting z given the image pair x0, x1 looks like this: 
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  (4.4) 

4.1.3. Computing Expected Likelihood 
Our intention is to minimise the probability of error in estimating the original x, therefore we calculate 
maximum-likelihood to judge if the estimate is the best one. 

The value of function f(z) is calculated for two images; for every received frame f(z) is calculated for a start 
image and a candidate image. For the candidate image we perform motion compensation based on the start 
image, where the received motion vectors are used to perform the motion compensation. A difference image and 
motion vectors are produced and we calculate the difference zr between this difference frame and the received 
difference frame, as well as the difference zx and zy between the produced motion vectors and the received 
motion vectors. Start image and candidate images will be explained further below. 

These values, together with the initially received statistical model from the test sequences are used in our 
likelihood function f(z). 
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Using the fact that if c > 0 and cA > cB > 0 then A > B; since sigma (standard deviation) is constant (or 
changing at longer intervals than the time of a channel switch) it will not affect the relative maximum and can be 
omitted here. Thus we remove the constant term: 

 2/3)2(
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πσσσ
ryx ZZZ

 

Ordinarily, it is more convenient to work with the natural logarithm of the likelihood function rather than the 
likelihood function itself. For a memoryless channel, the logarithm of the likelihood function is commonly called 
the metric. Since the likelihood function f(z) is always nonnegative, and since if A > B > 0 then ln A > ln B, we 
may restate equation 4.5 in terms of the metric as 
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x

1010lnmaxargˆ =  (4.6) 

Then we can describe the problem as finding: 
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When the constant term –1/2 is removed, we hence want to minimise f(z). P and B are the total number of pixels 
and blocks respectively in the current image. 

To compensate for the difference in number of pixels and the number of motion vectors per frame mean is used 
instead of sum. Hence dividing with the total number of pixels and the total number of motion vectors 
respectively. 
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The function f(z) consists of two parts: the pixel part (difference image) and the block part (motion vectors). 
These parts are added to get the value of f(z). These two parts have different range. If the image data is within the 
range of 0 and 255, a difference image is within the range –255 and 255 with 511 discrete values. The difference 
between two difference images is hence within the range –510 and 510 with 1021 discrete values. The difference 
between motion vectors depends on the block size and the search region used for matching. For a search region 
of 16 x 16 pixels, the difference between vector values is within the range –31 and 31 with 63 discrete values. 

It would be possible to use weighting here between the pixel part (difference image) of the function and the 
block part (motion vectors) of the function. However, no tests using weighting or normalisation were conducted 
at this time. 
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4.1.4. Estimation 
It is now time to calculate the maximum of our function f, to get the estimated x̂  with maximum probability. 
Preferably we would like to test all possible images to achieve maximum-likelihood. However it would be 
practically impossible since this is a very large number approaching the infinity. All possible images are 2bits 
raised to the power of pixels, for a monochrome PAL-image using 8 bits that number is 256414720. 

If we consider colour images as points in a space, where the space is of dimension equal to the dimensions of 
each image, i.e. width x height x channels. For a PAL image of dimension 720 x 576 x 3 it results in 1 244 160 
dimensions. Every dimension has 256 discrete levels (when using 8 bits per colour channel). The number of 
points in this space is 2561244160 which is considered as an infinitely large number. This space hence contains all 
possible images that could be represented with this specific resolution. Ideally we want to test all possible points 
in this space (all images), but this is practically impossible. 

Our method is instead to search for an optimal point in this space, for every image in the stream. We start with a 
start image x0. It is not fully intuitive how to choose the value of this start image, and finding a good start image 
is hard. We tested with a contrast stretched (normalised) version of the first difference image in the stream for x0, 
which gave a better value of f(z) than with a complete random image as x0. Then we motion compensate x0 and 
add the difference image data, as if we were doing motion compensation decoding as usual. The image data is 
needed to be cut at 0 and 255 after adding the difference data to avoid overflow, since the difference data was 
not intended to be added to this particular image. This image is our best estimation so far and thus is called x̂ . 

To compare the effectiveness of the Baydec method we compare the results with the motion compensated 
difference image (diffdecoded). The purpose of the method is to be better than diffdecoded. 

For the first frame in the received stream, a value of function f(z) is calculated for x̂  and the diffdecoded image. 
We now want to find a better value than this to improve the image; to get an image as close to the original as 
possible. For the following received frames, f(z) is calculated for x̂  and the best point from the previous frame. 
We always want to get a better result than the last one. 

4.1.5. Simulated Annealing 
Simulated Annealing (SA) is a generic probabilistic heuristic approach for the global optimisation problem; 
locating a good approximation to the global optimum of a given function in a large search space. The name and 
inspiration come from annealing in metallurgy, a technique involving heating and controlled cooling of a 
material to increase the size of its crystals and reduce their defects. The heat causes the atoms to wander 
randomly through states of higher energy, the slow cooling gives them more chances of finding configurations 
with lower internal energy than the initial one. 

Simulated Annealing optimisation starts with an initial solution to the problem, which is the best solution so far. 
It then starts a Metropolis Monte Carlo simulation at a high temperature; taking random steps, and the steps that 
result in an increase in the energy will be accepted. After a sufficient number of Monte Carlo steps, the 
temperature is decreased. The temperature in our case corresponds to the standard deviation of the random steps 
taken in the search space. 

Using the Monte Carlo method the resources (CPU time) used are constant because a maximum number of 
iterations are used, but the result is not always fully correct. Although when using a large number of iterations 
the probability of a correct solution is approaching 1. Its efficiency relative to other numerical methods increases 
when the dimension of the problem increases. Hence it is considered to fit our purposes. 

The balance between the maximum step size and the number of Monte Carlo steps is often difficult to achieve, 
and depends very much on the characteristics of the search space. 

Simulated Annealing is implemented using nested DO-loops, where the outermost loop increments over the 
temperature, and the innermost loop iterates over the number of Monte Carlo attempts to make at this 
temperature [10]. 

The temperature is decreased using a cooling schedule, which is a function describing the cooling process. There 
are several schedules available for various purposes. 
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Figure 4.3: Our version of Simulated Annealing, here in 2 dimensions for clarity. 
Only one Monte Carlo attempt per d value is used here. 
 x0 is our start point 
 x1 is the candidate points which we reach when taking a step from x0 
x̂  is the best point so far 

Since we are always working on image pairs, we start with point x0 and x̂ . We then take random steps of 
different lengths from x̂  to one point at a time, every step produces a current candidate point called x1. For 
every point x1, a value of the function f(z) is calculated for x1 and x0. If the current x1, together with x0, has a 
better f-value than the last one, the method will take a step and call that x1 for x̂  (best so far). (If Monte Carlo 
Tries is more than one, the method will test a certain amount of points before choosing x̂ .) The method then 
starts from x̂  and continue to take random steps to candidate points x1. This way the method will walk around in 
the multidimensional space. 

The length of steps is controlled by the standard deviation d, which follows a cooling schedule (described 
below). A Gaussian distribution was used for the random steps, using Euclidean mean 127 and standard 
deviation d. 

4.1.6. Cooling Schedule 
There are different ways to vary this method. E.g. there are several methods to set the standard deviation of the 
random steps. The most common way is to decrease the standard deviation for every iteration, either in a 
constant or logarithmic fashion. 
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 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.4: Plot of cooling schedules: Constant attenuation in (a), logarithmic 
attenuation in (b) and (c). 
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N here is the number of iterations, and d0 and dN is the start and stop values of the 
standard deviation (our equivalence of the temperature). 

4.1.7. Discussion 
The result of Simulated Annealing is probabilistic. A possible solution could be that it finds no better point in the 
multidimensional space than the start point x0. But the result could also be that it finds a better point for each 
step taken. The appropriate parameters to get a good result have to be tested and evaluated. 

The likelihood computed is approaching maximum-likelihood as the number of iterations increases. 

4.2 Implementation 
The system for this method was implemented using Matlab. A major advantage of Matlab is the support for fast 
matrix operations, so it suited well for implementation and evaluation of this method. However loops are not that 
fast and being a script environment it is not as fast as a processor specific implementation in many cases.  

4.2.1. Video Sequences 
The sequences used for gathering statistic data, as well as for decoding tests, consisted of material filmed on a 
Digital Video Casette (DV) using a 3 CCD PAL DV-camera. DV uses DCT and quantisation but no predictive 
coding. The compression ratio is 1:5 and is to be considered as a relatively light compression. For PAL the 
luminance and chroma sampling ratio is 4:2:0 which uses a down sample ratio of 1:4 for the chroma part. The 
video bitrate for DV is 25 Mbits/s [11]. Here we consider sequences of DV material to represent original 
sequences. Since most digital video formats used for video cameras available uses some sort of compression, this 
may be considered as normal in some cases. However, for the case of e.g. live shows compression may not be 
present prior to the assumed compression used in the transport stream used for digital television distribution. 

Though the test sequences used contained down sampled chroma, the implementation of Baydec uses full 
resolution in the random steps (the added noise) to gain maximum performance. 
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4.2.2. Gather Statistic Data 
To gather statistics from a sequence, a Matlab script loops through all frames in the sequence. For each frame a 
motion predicted and compensated image is constructed, both for the original image and for an encoded version 
of the image. The luminance is used to perform block matching by calculating the Euclidean Distance between 
the current block and the reference blocks within a specified search region. This produces a motion vector for 
each block. The block matching is very time consuming and is therefore implemented in C and compiled in 
Matlab using the MEX command, this makes the script much faster than an ordinary Matlab script. After motion 
prediction, reconstruction is applied using motion compensation to construct the predicted frame based on the 
previous frame. 

The encoded image is transformed using block based DCT and then quantised, then inverse quantisation and 
inverse DCT are applied. No source coding is conducted since the typical source coding used in video 
compression is lossless. The loss of data arises in the quantisation. A quantisation step of 20 was used for all 
instances of quantisation in the system. The quantised image thus here represents an encoded image. A P-frame 
encoder was implemented in Matlab to do this, together with a stand alone motion prediction and compensation 
script. These scripts supports interlace or progressive colour video images. 

The usual form for calculating the variance 
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This equation is more suitable for calculating the variance for large sequences of images. Using this equation we 
can accumulate the sums of x and x2 while iterating through the frames, and then calculate the variance at the 
end. In this way a value of the Euclidean mean is not explicitly needed, and we do not need access to all 
instances of x at the same time. 

4.2.3. Decoding: Pseudo Code 
initial input: statistics model 
stream input: difference_frame and mvectors 
for each frame until I-frame is reached: 
 if frame = first frame 
  x0 = normalise( difference_frame ) 
  diffdecoded = x0 
 diffdecoded = motion_comp( diffdecoded, mvectors, difference_frame ) 
 x_estimated = motion_comp( x0, mvectors, difference_frame ) 
 f = calc_f( x_estimated, x0 ) 
 for each iteration: 
  x1 = x_estimated + noise 
  if f < f_best & noise != 0  
   x_estimated = x1 
   f_best = f 
 end iteration loop 
 compare( diffdecoded, original ) // only possible in test environment 
 compare( x_estimated, original ) // only possible in test environment 
 display( x_estimated )      // output estimated image 
 x0 = x_estimated  
end frame loop 

Here only one Monte Carlo try is used before the standard deviation is decreased, thus only one iteration loop. 
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As mentioned before, Baydec produces better results when using a high number of iterations. A major drawback 
of this is that the method thus requires long computational time. 

4.2.4. Decoding Using Baydec 
To simulate input data r and m, the P-frame encoder was used, where each image is coded as a P-frame (using 
DCT and quantisation). A normalise script was produced to contrast stretch the difference frame. A method for 
calculating f(z) and comparing two images by calculating Mean Square Error (MSE), Signal to Noise Ratio 
(SNR) and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) was also implemented. There is also a save function implemented 
to save all results. Both images and data such as PSNR, f_best etc are written to disk. 
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5 Variations 
There are some ways in varying the Baydec method. The method described so far is called the Vanilla Method. 
Since Baydec is not yet a completely researched area, some interesting variations are presented in this chapter. 

• Single Monte Carlo Try performed before the standard deviation is decreased 

• Multi Monte Carlo Tries performed before the standard deviation is decreased 

• Noise reduction to improve the quality of the difference image 

• I-blocks within the P-frame 

• Noise added to motion vectors, instead of adding it to the image 

Further on, the parameters of the method could be varied in numerous ways. For example, the Euclidean average 
for zx and zy could be assumed to be zero since they in most cases will be very close to zero. 

5.1 Number of Monte Carlo Tries 
In some tests only one Monte Carlo Try is performed before the standard deviation is decreased, then only one 
loop (the outermost) is needed, this is called Single Try. Tests with double loops where also conducted, where a 
certain number of attempts where made at each standard deviation value, this is called Multi Try. 

5.2 Noise Reduction 
Since the residual image is to be considered as rather noisy, experiments with noise reduction was performed. 
The idea is to perform noise reduction on the last x̂  for each frame, i.e. the image that will constitute x0 for the 
next frame. In this way we start with a less noisy image for every frame processing. 

5.3 I-blocks 
P-frames could in some cases contain I-blocks depending on the video compression standard used, the 
configuration of the encoder and the original video content. Those I-blocks contains a transformed and quantised 
version of the original image and hence is more useful than the difference data. 

Eventually a certain amount of I-blocks will be used for reference when conducting motion compensation when 
decoding the successive P-frame. Hence the information from the I-blocks will propagate spatially within the 
images in the sequence and increase the amount of information of how the original image looks like. 

However some I-blocks will be occluded with other data when conducting motion compensation and those I-
blocks will not gain the amount of useful information in the images. An implementation performing operations 
for avoiding this behaviour in the motion compensation script could be made; preventing information with origin 
from an I-block to be occluded by difference data. Though this would result in a rather complex implementation 
and may not produce good results in all cases since the information with origin from an I-block will not update 
as the images are changing during the video sequence. Such implementation was not performed within this 
thesis. 

5.4 Noise Added to Motion Vectors 
Instead of adding noise to the image when taking the stochastic steps during the Simulated Annealing process, 
noise could be added to the motion vectors. Near the borders of the image the span of the noise to be added is 
reduced in the directions towards the borders since a vector is not allowed to reference to a block partly or 
entirely outside the reference image. A script for adding noise adaptively according to the distance to the image 
borders, and for various block sizes, where implemented. 
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6 Tests and Results 
The first tests were conducted with the same sequence used for gathering statistics and being decoded using 
Baydec. These tests were intended to prove the concept and to be used as a reference for succeeding tests. 

Further on, sequences with various content were tested for decoding using this method. However, due to the vast 
computational time when testing in Matlab, sequences with resolution 360 x 288 pixels were used instead of full 
resolution PAL video. The fields of each frame was composed into a picture which were down sampled and the 
interlace effect was thus reduced; these sequences were treated as non-interlaced (progressive). 

(a)    

(b)    

(c)    

Figure 6.1: The sequences tested (frame 1, 25 and 35):  
(a) “Jörgen and Robert”: moving camera, moving objects 
(b) “Carin 1”: slightly moving camera, moving object 
(c) “Carin 2”: stationary camera, moving object 

To be able to test how effective Baydec is, the result image is compared to the original image, parallel to the 
diffdecoded image also compared to the original image. If Baydec’s result image renders higher PSNR than the 
diffdecoded image it is considered as a successful result. 

A drawback of this comparison is that PSNR is not always a good measurement of how human vision perceives 
images. Though it is often used for measuring quality, and related tasks, within image processing. 

We use the original images for comparison in the test suite, although Baydec would be considered successful if it 
only would render images almost identical to the encoded images. We compare with the original images simply 
because we are targeting the original images. In a real implementation the original images may not be available. 
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No subjective evaluation of result images has been made since the difference between the result images and 
diffdecoded images is too small in these tests. 

Tests using a wide range on the standard deviation values resulted in the conclusion that almost no steps where 
taken outside the interval of 0.09 .. 1.00. Hence these values where used as start and stop values for the majority 
of the tests, except for the tests using noise added to the motion vectors. In this way the method gets more 
effective. 

The number of frames used in the tests refer to the first frames in each sequence respectively. All tests starts with 
receiving and processing frame number 2 in each sequence, since frame 1 is used as reference frame for the 
encoding process simulating compressed video input. 

Since these tests are based on a stochastic process the results may vary from test to test. However, heavy 
correlation in the method’s behaviour within the same video sequence is present. This means that for some 
frames in the sequences the method has e.g. taken none, or very few, steps, and this behaviour appears to be 
consistent for the same frames in each sequence, no matter of the method parameters used. For a certain frame in 
each sequence respectively the best value of likelihood function f(z) is produced, and it is always the same frame 
for each sequence. Structures in how many steps are taken in average for various tests has also been observed. 
Thus the tests are not fully stochastic; which is a natural result of how the Baydec method is operating. Hence 
results may vary, but this chapter tries to illuminate structures of the test results. 

It would be preferable to do a large amount of tests for each parameter setting. Unfortunately, it was practically 
impossible within this thesis due to the long calculation times needed. 

There is a tendency that more iterations result in more positions changed in the result image compared to the 
diffdecoded image. 

6.1 Gathering Statistic Data 
The sequence “Jörgen and Robert” where used for gathering statistic data for all tests. The statistic data where 
calculated on the entire sequence consisting of 120 frames, 360x288 resolution, quantisation step 20, 8x8 DCT, 
8x8 blocks, 8x8 searcharea. 

Below follows plots of the values calculated for this sequence, both for unquantised (pure motion prediction) and 
quantised motion prediction video encoding. 
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 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) 

 
 (e) (f) 

Figure 6.2: To the left are plots for the unquantised (pure motion prediction) video encoding, and to the 
right is the data from the video encoding using quantising. (a) and (b) shows histograms for the difference 
images. (c) and (d) shows histograms for the x-part of the motion vectors. (d) and (e) shows histograms 
for the y-part of the motion vectors. 
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 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) 

Figure 6.3: (a) and (b) shows histograms for the difference zx and zy between the motion vectors for the 
unquantised and quantised motion predicted encoding of the sequence, for the x- and y-part of the 
motion vectors respectively. (c) shows the histogram for the difference zr between the difference images 
for the unquantised and quantised motion prediction encoding of the sequence. (d) shows the 
logarithmic version of the same data used in (c), for clarity. 

All data seems to be centred at zero, as was expected. 

6.2 Single or Multi Try Method 
For the “Jörgen and Robert” sequence there is no significant difference when using the Single Try or Multi Try 
method. In both cases Baydec only produced one or two images better than diffdecoded. 

For the “Carin 1” sequence the Multi Try method seemed to be more effective since it rendered more frames 
with higher PSNR than diffdecoded. Using Single Try Baydec produced 0 such frames, while using the Multi 
Try method resulted in 23 such frames. 

For the “Carin 2” sequence the Multi Try method seemed to be somewhat more effective since it rendered more 
frames with higher PSNR than diffdecoded. Using Single Try Baydec produced 5 such frames, while using the 
Multi Try method resulted in 10 such frames. 

For both “Carin 1” and “Carin 2” Single or Multi Try comparison, the PSNR values are very similar for both 
cases and the difference is considered of marginal magnitude. In all tests performed where PSNR is higher for 
the result image than for diffdecoded, the difference is only in the vicinity of 1/1000 db. 
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6.3 Various Sequences Comparison 
Comparing decoding the “Carin 1”, “Carin 2” and “Jörgen and Robert” sequences: 

Sequence Frames Iterations Tries Total 
iterations 

PSNR 
Result 
image 

PSNR 
Diffdecoded 

Better 
Frames 

“Carin 1” 35 360 20 7200 8,8570 8,8561 23 

“Carin 1” 20 650 20 13 000 8,8845 8,8860 7 

“Carin 1” 35 7200 1 7200 8,8537 8,8561 0 

“Carin 2” 35 360 20 7200 8,8414 8,8422 10 

“Carin 2” 20 650 20 13 000 9,426 9,4288 0 

“Carin 2” 35 7200 1 7200 8,8425 8,8422 5 

“Jörgen&Robert” 35 360 20 7200 7,9187 7,9260 1 

“Jörgen&Robert” 10 10 3 30 8,2889 8,2882 5 

“Jörgen&Robert” 25 400 25 10 000 7,8672 7,8678 1 

“Jörgen&Robert” 25 10 000 1 10 000 7,8635 7,8678 0 

"Jörgen&Robert" 119 400 25 10 000 7,2082 7,2160 13 

Table 6.1: Parameters and result data of tests on various sequences. All tests using d0=1.00 and dN=0.09. 

Because “Carin 2” uses a stationary camera the difference image will contain less information, especially about 
the background, than the difference image of “Carin 1”. This is highly affecting how effective Baydec is. 

Decoding “Carin 1” using Baydec, we got a result image with higher PSNR than “Carin 2” when only using 
about half the amount of average steps per frame. For “Carin 1” Baydec rendered 23 frames with PSNR higher 
than diffdecoded, while for “Carin 2” Baydec only rendered 10 frames fulfilling that criterion. 

It is interesting to notice that tests with both “Carin 1” and “Carin 2” rendered an increased number of better 
frames compared to the tests with “Jörgen and Robert”. This is rather remarkable since “Jörgen and Robert” is 
the sequence used for gathering statistic data and hence should be of low error likelihood. It is also interesting 
that “Carin 2” rendered better results than the “Jörgen and Robert” sequence, since “Carin 2” uses a stationary 
camera and is considered to have less information in the difference image than the “Jörgen and Robert” 
sequence. 

The test with “Jörgen and Robert”, 10 frames, Multi Try, 30 total iterations, rendered an increased number of 
better frames compared to the tests using the same sequence but vastly increased number of iterations. This is 
also rather remarkable. However, this scenario was highly unusual and did not occur with any other tests using 
similar parameters within the test suite. This may be a result of the stochastic process used and may also be an 
indication of the stochastic nature of these results. 

For “Carin 1”, 35 frames, at frame 12 and forward on, some pixels are actually the correct values as in the 
original image. 
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6.4 Cooling Schedules and Steps 
The first schedule tested was the constant attenuation. The tests showed that the method took a lot of steps for 
small d values at the end of the schedule. To maximise the impact of this part of the schedule, the two 
logarithmic schedules presented in figure 4.4 were tested. Using the logarithmic schedules the method took more 
steps per frame than with the constant schedule. 

 

Figure 6.4: Test using “Carin 2”, 35 frames, Single Try, 7200 iterations. On frame 32-36 Baydec 
rendered better PSNR than diffdecoded. Left: Steps per frame. Right: Accumulated number of steps taken 
for each iteration. Each colour represents one specific frame. (If the number of steps would have been 
uniformly distributed, the plot would resemble a linear plot beginning at origo.) 

 

 

Figure 6.5: Test using “Carin 2”, 20 frames, Multi Try, 13 000 iterations. Baydec rendered no frames 
with better PSNR than diffdecoded. Top left: Steps per frame. Top right: Accumulated number of steps 
taken for each iteration. Each colour represents one specific frame. (If the number of steps would have 
been uniformly distributed, the plot would resemble a linear plot beginning at origo.) Bottom left: Tries 
per frame. Bottom right: The smallest value of likelihood function f(z) calculated for each frame. 
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6.5 Iterations 
After running “Carin 1” and “Carin 2” with 7200 total iterations over 35 frames, tests were also performed with 
20 frames and 13 000 total iterations. The test result is however somewhat misleading. The PSNR values cannot 
be compared between the tests because they are calculated for the last frame processed, i.e. PSNR for frame 21 
and 36 are not comparable since it is calculated for different images. Also the number of better frames can not be 
fully compared either since most of the images with PSNR better than diffdecoded where at the end of the 35 
frames sequence. For the test using ”Carin 1”, 35 frames, frames 14 – 36 had better PSNR than diffdecoded. For 
the test with “Carin 1”, 20 frames, frames 8 – 12 and 14 – 15 has better PSNR than diffdecoded. Thus frames 8 – 
12, 14 got better PSNR for the 20-frames test, while those frames were not better in the 35-frames test. On the 
contrary, frame 16 – 21 did not have better PSNR than diffdecoded for the 20-frames test, while those frames 
were better in the 35-frames test. 

6.6 Likelihood 

 

Figure 6.6: Likelihood function f(z) for each frame in the sequence. To the left: “Jörgen and Robert”, 
25 frames, Single Try, 10 000 iterations. To the right: “Jörgen and Robert”, 35 frames, Multi Try, 7200 
iterations. The curve at the top in both plots is the likelihood function for the first frame processed, the 
other curves below are the likelihood functions for the following frames. 

Notice how the likelihood function seems to converge as the number of iterations increases. Though in all tests 
performed it seems as the likelihood functions converge at about 70% of the total number of iterations. 
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Figure 6.7: Top left and bottom left are plots of the vector respective difference image part of the 
likelihood function f(z) for the test using “Jörgen and Robert”, 25 frames, Single Try, 10 000 iterations. 
Top right and bottom right are plots of the vector respective difference image part of the likelihood 
function f(z) for the test using “Jörgen and Robert”, 35 frames, Multi Try, 7200 iterations. 

In figure 6.7 above we see that it is the vector part of the likelihood function f(z) that has the converging 
property. 
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 (a) (b) 

 
 (c) (d) 

 
 (e) (f) 

Figure 6.8: Plots of the likelihood function from two tests using “Carin 2”, 35 frames, 7200 iterations. 
Top row: Total function f(z) value. Middle row: The vector part of function f(z) value. Bottom row: The 
difference image part of function f(z) value. Left: (a), (c) and (e) are plots using Single Try, Baydec 
resulted in 5 frames with better PSNR than diffdecoded. Right: (b), (d) and (f) are plots using Multi Try, 
Baydec resulted in 10 frames with better PSNR than diffdecoded. 
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6.7 Noise Reduction 
The tests were performed using wiener filtering in a 3x3 pixel neighbourhood. Noise reduction was also 
performed on diffdecoded. Only a few tests were performed using noise reduction and the tests showed that the 
images gets higher PSNR than without noise reduction, but no image got higher PSNR than diffdecoded. 

   
 (a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.9: (a) frame 26 diffdecoded, (b) frame 26 diffdecoded wiener filtered, (c) frame 26 result wiener 
filtered. 

6.8 I-blocks 
Tests were performed using a specified number of I-blocks at random positions in the transmitted P-frame. The 
positions of I-blocks where all of equal probability. 

Because only some parts of the images (though eventually increasing for every frame) contain I-coded data, the 
decoded images may visually look confusing because of the scattered blocks with deviant colour and structure. 

   
 (a) (b) (c) 

  
 (d) (e) 

Figure 6.10: (a) frame 4 result, (b) frame 26 result, (c) all I-blocks positions for the 25 frames test. (d) frame 4 
diffdecoded without I-blocks, (e) frame 26 diffdecoded without I-blocks. This test was using the “Jörgen and 
Robert” sequence, 25 frames, 10 000 iterations, 2 random position I-blocks/frame. 
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It seems like this version of Baydec is somewhat more effective than using the Single Try version for the “Jörgen 
and Robert” sequence. Using 10 000 iterations the I-block version produced two images with higher PSNR than 
diffdecoded, while the Vanilla Version produced no images fulfilling that criterion. 

The I-blocks are contributing with unique information, but this information is also available in the diffdecoded 
version and it seems like the information gained from the I-blocks are not sufficient to gain better result than 
diffdecoded for the majority of the frames, as with the other versions of this method and hence no gain for the 
Baydec method seems to be achieved using I-blocks. 

6.9 Noise Added to Motion Vectors 
Tests were performed using various values on the start and stop values of the standard deviation of the added 
noise. Noise with standard deviation within the range of 4.00 and 0.05 where used for these tests. All three tests 
using this method rendered a frame better than diffdecoded, according to PSNR, for the first frame in the 
sequence. This was achieved by only one step taken, with standard deviation in the vicinity of 1, for the first 
frame. However, none of the following frames became better than diffdecoded. 

  

  

Figure 6.11: Top left: Frame 2 result. Top right: Frame 2 diffdecoded. Bottom left: Frame 26 result. Bottom 
right: Frame 26 diffdecoded. This test used the “Jörgen and Robert” sequence, 25 frames, Single Try, 2000 
iterations, d0=2.00, dN=0.05. Notice the difference between result frames and diffdecoded frames, the result 
frame looks somewhat perturbed in some areas. 

6.10 Discussion 
Since the tests took several hours each to perform, there was no time to do more than a few tests using these 
variations of the Baydec method, hence this is an indication of the results. Combinations of these variations 
could be of interest for further evaluation. 
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7 Summary and Future Work 
Baydec is more general than the requirements. It is not only applicable on channel switches between video 
streams, but can also be used for random access in general. Baydec could also be used if an I-frame is dropped in 
a video stream. 

However, Baydec has this far shown only theoretical result, but very small visual improvements. It produces 
images with better PSNR than diffdecoded in some cases , but the visual impression is not better than the motion 
compensated residual images (diffdecoded). 

  

Figure 7.1: Frame 36 from the test using “Carin 2”, 35 frames, Single Try, 7200 iterations. On frame 32-36 
Baydec rendered better PSNR than diffdecoded. To the left: Baydec’s result image with PSNR 8.8425 db. To the 
right: The diffdecoded version of frame 36 with PSNR 8.8422 db. 

  

Figure 7.2: Frame 36 from the test using “Carin 1”, 35 frames, Multi Try, 7200 iterations. On frame 14-36 
Baydec rendered better PSNR than diffdecoded. To the left: Baydec’s result image with PSNR 8.8570 db. To the 
right: The diffdecoded version of frame 36 with PSNR 8.8561 db. 

It is almost impossible to see any difference between the result image and the diffdecoded image without 
zooming in on specific parts of the images. 

The remaining concerns with Baydec are: 

• The large number of dimensions in the signal according to this method 

• The long calculation time 
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• How to choose the initial solution x0 

• How to choose the sample sequences for gathering of statistic data 

• The random steps are mainly based on high frequency noise, but images often contain low frequency 
information as well 

• The method is based much on difference images 

Baydec is based much on difference images, and if the difference images are close to zero for the current 
sequence (e.g. low motion shots) the image will contain much less structure and detail than for a sequence of 
medium or high motion. (The example sequence “Robert and Jörgen” consists of a moving camera and moving 
objects, thus is a medium motion sequence.) 

The long calculation time is something that could be optimised once a good implementation and parameter 
values for Baydec has been found. There is a good chance of decreasing the calculation time with e.g. processor 
specific programming and/or hardware implementation. 

7.1 Future Work 
There are still various parameters that could be altered and tested to manipulate this method into a better 
implementation. Some suggestions for interesting future work in this area follows below. 

7.1.1. Variations 
It would be interesting to further investigate and test the variations using I-blocks and noise on motion vectors. 

7.1.2. Simulated Annealing using Boltzmann’s Constant 
When performing Simulated Annealing using Boltzmann’s constant a new solution is stored if a random variable 
is bigger than the so-called Boltzmann limit. This is for avoiding that the function get stuck into a local optimum. 

7.1.3. Steepest Descent 
The Steepest Descent search method could be used instead of Simulated Annealing. Using Steepest Descent the 
gradient is estimated and the next step is taken in the direction of that gradient. 

7.1.4. Add Noise with Various Frequencies 
Since images contains frequencies from less than 1 Hz and higher, it would be a good idea to be able to vary the 
frequency of the added noise for each step taken. It could for example be implemented by randomising the 
frequency coefficients of a DCT or Fourier Transform, and using the information about which frequencies are 
most common in video images. Though clipping or rescaling could be necessary when transforming to the spatial 
domain, to ensure that no information is out of range. This method could result in stochastic patterns resembling 
natural images in a better way. 

7.1.5. Weighting and Normalisation 
It would be interesting to investigate if weighting and normalisation of pixel and block parts in f(z) would 
improve the efficiency of the likelihood function. Further on weighting of blocks with large motion vectors and 
large amounts of residual data to have less impact on the value of f(z) could be tested. 

7.1.6. Characterise Residual Images 
Characterise residual images e.g. by analysing DCT-coefficients, FFT or similar. This could be used as a 
“fingerprint” for a residual image and could be used as a judgment of how likely this residual image is to occur; 
is it a “good” or an unusual residual image. 

7.1.7. Subjective Measurement Model 
Subjective measurement model could be used for measuring result images instead of PSNR. This will be of 
interest when result images starts to differ vastly from the diffdecoded image. 
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7.1.8. Characteristics of the Human Vision 
Use characteristics of the human vision to further improve the method. Could for example be of interest when 
implementing noise with various frequencies, where it would be interesting to use those frequency patterns most 
significant to human perception. 

7.1.9. B-frames 
An extension of this method is to implement it for B-frames as well. This may demand some rebuilding of the 
Baydec method since it is now highly based on P-frames. 

7.1.10. Use Low Resolution Noise 
Use of low resolution noise on the down sampled chroma channels could be used to gain speed, but may 
eventually decrease the quality of the method. 

7.1.11. Neural Networks 
Test if a neural network process would produce better results than the statistical model used currently in Baydec. 
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Glossary 
AAC Advanced Audio Coding 

ARQ Automatic Repeat Request. The receiving device detects errors and requests retransmissions. 

ATSC Advanced Television Systems Committee 

CCD Charged Coupled Device. The device commonly used for capturing light in digital cameras. 

DCT Discrete Cosine Transform 

DTV Digital Television 

DV Digital Video 

DVB Digital Video Broadcast 

FEC Forward Error Correction. Sends extra information along with the data, which can be used by the 
receiver to check and correct the data 

FFT Fast Fourier Transform 

GOP Group of Pictures 

HDTV High Definition Television 

HTTP Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 

IGMP Internet Group Management Protocol 

IPTV Internet Protocol Television 

ISDB Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting 

PSNR Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 

MSE Mean Square Error 

NTSC National Television Standards Committee. Also a standard for television broadcast. 

PAL Phase Alternate Line. A standard for television broadcast. 

PAT Program Association Table. PAT points to PMT. 

SDTV Standard Definition Television 

SFCS Synchronisation Frames for Channel Switching 

PMT Program Map Table. The tables in PAT that point to video, audio and data content of a transport 
stream. 

PTS Presentation Time Stamp. The time at which a presentation unit is to be available to the viewer. 

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

UDP User Datagram Protocol 
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